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Designing the structural system of the building we separated the 
structures of the roads and the roofing mesh. This because the road 
involves dynamic loads while the building itself is affected mainly by 
static loads. 

The road strcture consists of landifilling with EPS blocks, while the 
building structure is composed by steel piles supporting a circular 
steel beam on which the joints that compose the mesh are directly 
connected by welding.

Light cone Road - Mesh 
connection

Landfill and accesses



- Cardboard tube mesh
  cnc cut tubes and cnc built connections

- Tensile structure
  insulating double layered coated textile

- Steel structure
  circular steel beam and supporting steel piles

- Water draining system- Water draining system
  collecting water from the road and the tensile structure

- EPS blocks with barrier membrane
  for landfilling dimensions 0.5x1x2 m

- Protective facing
  bendable material either plastic or metallic nature

- Concrete road beam
  supported by EPS blocks including security wall

- Road pavement structure- Road pavement structure
  with an inclination to help water drainage

Road - Mesh 
connection
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- Concrete shell 
  shot and cured in situ steel fibres reinforced concrete 20 cm

- EPS blocks 
  for landfilling dimensions 0.5x1x2 m

- Protective facing
  bendable material either plastic or metallic nature

- Barrier membrane- Barrier membrane
  to protect EPS block against moulds and animal action

- Earth covering layer
  either traditional layup or verical garden fashion

- Vegetation layer
  to grow on top of the earth covering layer

- Water drainage 

- Steel pile

- Steel pile foundation- Steel pile foundation scale 1:50

Landfill and accesses



- cardboard tubes
  cnc cut with different lengths

- steel joints
  cnc made with different angles

- tensile
  coated insulating double layer textile

- tensile connections- tensile connections
  holding the texile in place

- circular steel beam
  50 cm diameter, fabricated in sections

- steel piles
  hollow 40 cm diameter

- water collector
    stamped steel sheet

- concrete flloring pour
  flat pour polyurethane reinforced concrete

- EPS blocks
  insulation and levelling the floor

- water drainage
  connecting to main sewage

- steel piles foundations- steel piles foundations
  plinth with smaller piles 20 cm diameter

scale 1:20
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- Steel tube mesh
  cnc cut steel tubes

- Steel profiles framework
  cnc cut steel profiles

- Double glazing
  cnc cut glass panels

- Steel beam- Steel beam
  steel tube 50 cm diameter

- Steel pile
  steel tube 40 cm diameter

- Steel pile foundation
  steel  piles 20 cm diameter

- Concrete floor
    flat pour fibre reinforced concrete

- EPS blocks 
  for insulation and floor leveling

- Ground connection
  between steel glazing framework and floor elements

- Thermo brake
  extruded polystyrene

- Concrete water collection element- Concrete water collection element

- Stainless steel grate

- Rain water drainage system scale 1:10

Light cone detail



- Steel tube mesh
  cnc cut steel tubes

- Steel tensile connections
  cnc cut steel profiles

- Tensile structure
  coated double layered textile

- Steel beam- Steel beam

- Steel pile

- Insulation element
  extrudede polystyrene

- EPS blocks 
  for land filling

- Barrier membrane and protective facing

- Concrete road beam- Concrete road beam
  reinforced concrete including side safety walls

- Road floor
  asphaltg

- Concrete water collection element

- Stainless steel grate

- Rain water drainage system

scale 1:10
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Displays false-color curvature analysis on surfaces. 

These tools can be used to gain information about the type and amount of curvature on a surface. Gaussian and Mean curvature analysis can show if 
and where there may be anomalies in the curvature of a surface. 

Unacceptably sudden changes like bumps, dents, flat areas or ripples, or in general areas of curvature that are higher or lower than the surrounding 
surface can be located and corrected if needed. 

Gaussian curvature display is helpful in deciding whether or not a surface can be developed into a flat pattern. 

structural analysis



Remeshing the surface

cardboard tubes mesh glass panel mesh

vertices 235
faces 400

vertices 945
faces 1764



mesh analysis












